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Lesson 12 – Lining Appliqué Patches 
 

Lining Appliqué Patches    

 16 years ago I made a fairy appliqué quilt in honor of my granddaughter’s birth.  

This was before I had developed QuikPrep Appliqué.  The background was a medium 

blue.  Many of the flowers and dress patches were of pastel fabric.  A lot of the seam 

allowances could be seen.  I tried to keep those seam allowances very even.  I was only 

partially successful. 

 I encountered the same problem on My Christmas Baltimore – the quilt I was 

making when I developed many of the techniques of QuikPrep Appliqué.  Only this time 

I was determined to find a way to hide those unsightly seams. I decided I needed to find a 

way to line the patches. 

 First I selected the fabric to use to line my patches.  I quickly ruled out self-lining.  

Most fabrics will either be a tone-on-tone which has variations in the depth of the color or 

they will be a print that has more than one color.  I wanted to keep the coloring across the 

patch as smooth and even as possible.  I decided the only fabric I would ever use to self-

line is a solid.  In actual practice, I only use a solid white fabric to line patches. 

I selected a good, quilt-shop quality, high thread count, 100% cotton, bleached, 

white muslin.  I pre-washed and ironed this fabric just as I did my appliqué fabric and 

background fabric.  It worked beautifully. 

Today I can’t imagine making a quilt and having seam allowances show.  I 

purchase 5 yards of lining fabric at a time.  Pre-wash it and iron it.  I then cut a “hunk” 

that I keep with every appliqué project.  I learned the hard way that if the lining fabric 

isn’t easily accessible, I wouldn’t get up and search for it.  By keeping some lining fabric 
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with every appliqué project, I guarantee that I’ll be able to 

quickly and easily line any patch that needs it. 

 How do I know that my seam allowances or my 

background fabric will show through my appliqué fabric?  

Easy.  There are two quick tests. 

1.) Place a sheet of white paper on a portion of the background fabric.  Now lay the 

appliqué fabric so that it is half on and half off the paper.  That is one half of the 

appliqué fabric is on the paper and the other half is on just the background fabric.  

Is there a difference in the color?  If so, you will need to line the patch.  In Figure 

4_4 we have a dark blue background fabric.  We placed a sheet of white paper on 

this fabric.  Then we laid a piece of our light pink appliqué fabric half on the 

sheet of white paper and half on the background 

fabric.  We see a difference in color between the 

area of the pink appliqué fabric where it is over the 

dark blue background fabric and where it is over 

the white sheet of paper.  We would need to line 

the light pink patch. 

2.) Lay your appliqué fabric over a portion of the 

patches that it will be placed over.  Can you see 

the edges of the patches you have already 

appliqué?  If so, you will need to line the patch.  

Figure 4_5 shows Block 1 of our QuikPrep 

Appliqué Sampler.  We are ready to stitch the 

Top Tip 

Lining an appliqué patch: 

1.) Hides unsightly seam 

allowances. 

2.) Intensifies color. 

 

Figure 4_4

Figure 4_5
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center oval so have placed the appliqué fabric over the center.  As you can see, 

the area over the pink patches is a different color than the center which is over the 

cream background fabric.  We will need to line this patch.  By the way, once we 

have lined this patch the center will be brighter and more intense in color because 

of the white lining fabric. 

Have you ever purchased a fabric for appliqué only to be disappointed in the color 

when you appliqued it onto your project?   When we see fabric in the quilt store, it is in 

effect, self-lined.  This intensifies the color.  If your patch looks “washed out” when you 

place it on your project, just line it to return the color to its most vibrant. 

1. Position lining fabric on the right side of your project using pin method of 

placement. 

2. On the back-side, baste directly on the pencil line using a dark thread. 

3. Using a white thread, baste 1/4” to 3/8” inside pencil line. 

4. On the right side, cut out the patch. Cut just inside the dark thread. 

5. Remove black basting stitches. Remove the excess lining fabric. 

6. Place appliqué fabric over lined patch, QuikPrep Stitch then appliqué as usual. 

Let’s go through these steps more thoroughly. 

Step 1: Position the lining fabric on the front-side of your background fabric.  I like 

to use the pin method of placement (page 20) but you could also hold your work up to the 

light.  Pin the lining fabric in place on the front-side.    

Step 2: Flip to the wrong side and baste directly on the pencil line using a dark 

thread.  This thread will be removed from our work so you needn’t worry about it 
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matching.  It is just important that it contrast well with our 

white lining fabric.  This dark thread will be used as a guide 

when we cut out our lining. 

Step 3:  Using a white thread that has been knotted at the 

end, baste 1/4” to 3/8” inside the black basting line.  Knot the 

white thread when you are done basting.  This thread will hold 

our lining in place as we handle or wash or quilt.  It will keep 

the lining from bunching up and becoming unsightly.  For 

very small patches, it may not be possible to baste the lining 

in place.  There just isn’t enough room.  In these situations I 

like to put a single knot in the center so that the patch doesn’t 

shift.  Figure 4_6 shows the front side of our patch after we 

have put in the two basting lines.  I did the inside line in red 

thread so that it shows up.  You will want to replace the red 

thread with white so that the thread will match the white of 

the lining fabric. 

Step 4:  On the right side, cut out the lining patch.  Place 

your scissors (I prefer serrated scissors for this job.) on the 

inside of the black basting thread and as close to that thread as 

you can get.  (Figure 4_7) Cut out the lining patch.  By cutting 

close to the black basting thread, you will be cutting a lining 

patch that is just slightly smaller that the appliqué patch that 

will go over it.  Figure 4_8 shows our lining patch after it has been cut out. 

Figure 4_6

Figure 4_7

Figure 4_8

Figure 4_9
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There is one exception to this.  If you are lining a patch 

that slides under another patch you will need to cut the 

lining that slides under the other patch on the outside of the 

black thread.  I like to cut it about 1/4” on the outside of the 

black thread.   

We will switch to our Entwined Hearts pattern to show 

why this is true.  Figure 4_9 shows what happens if we cut on the inside of our black 

thread when we cut out the lining for the pink heart.  After the lining is cut, it will draw 

up slightly pulling away from the pencil line on the back.  This will produce an area 

between the two hearts where the background fabric shows through.  It is most unsightly. 

To prevent this from happening, we will cut out the 

lining on the outside of the black line.  (Figure 4_10)  Just to 

be sure we have enough lining fabric in this area, let’s cut 

the lining fabric about 1/4” away from the black basting 

line. (Figure 4_10) 

Now after we appliqué our patch in place, we won’t be 

seeing a shadow along the edge where the bottom heart slides under the top heart.  

(Figure 4_11) 

 Step 5:  Remove your black basting stitches.  (Figure 4_12)  They have served 

their purpose.  We used them as a guide to cut our lining patch.  Remove the excess 

lining fabric. The white basting stitches will remain in the lining fabric and not be 

noticeable once we have appliqued the center. 

Figure 4_11

Figure 4_10
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 Step 6:  With our lining fabric in place we can now place our appliqué fabric over 

the lined center, then baste using the QuikPrep Stitch and appliqué as usual.  I’m often 

asked if our seam allowance should wrap around the lining fabric or if it should be on top 

of the lining fabric.  I have found that it doesn’t really matter.  My finished product looks 

good either way. (Figure 4_13) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With QuikPrep Appliqué lining a patch is fast and easy.  But the real pay off is in 

the finished product.  It is head and shoulders above a patch that is not lined and has seam 

allowances showing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4_12 Figure 4_13
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Exercise:  Line a patch 
1. Cut a 6 1/2” background square of dark fabric. 
2. Cut a 4 “ square of white lining fabric. 
3. Trace the Wonky Heart pattern onto the backside of the background fabric. 
4. Using the Pin Method of Placement, position the lining fabric on the front 

side of your background fabric. 
5. Using a black thread and the QuikPrep Stitch, baste the pencil line on the 

backside of the background fabric. 
6. Using a white thread and a regular basting stitch, baste1/4” to 3/8” inside the 

black basting thread.  Be sure to knot both ends of the white thread. 
7. Using your serrated scissors, cut out the white lining fabric just on the inside 

of the black thread, 
8. Remove the black basting thread.  Remove the excess lining fabric 
9. . 

Wonky Heart


